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Briefly About Big Data 

Management

 Apache Software Foundation introduced a 

framework called Hadoop to solve Big Data 

management and processing challenges.

 It contains two modules, one is MapReduce and 

another is Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).

 The Hadoop ecosystem contains different sub-

projects(tools) one of them is Hive, which is a

platform used to develop a script for

MapReduce operations.



What is Hive?

 Hive is a data warehouse infrastructure tool to process 
structured data in Hadoop. It resides on top of Hadoop 
to summarize Big Data, and makes querying and 
analyzing easy.

Hive is not :

 A relational 
database

 A design for 
Online 
Transaction 
Processing 
(OLTP)

 A language 
for real-time 
queries and 
row-level 
updates

FEATURES:

 It stores schema 
in a database 
and processed 
data into HDFS.

 It provides SQL 
type language 
for querying 
called HiveQL or 
HQL.

 It is familiar, fast, 
scalable, and 
extensible.



Hive Architecture

UI - interaction between user and HDFS; 

Supports WEB UI HCL and HD Insight (for 

Win Server

MetaStore – place to store the schema or 

Metadata of tables, databases, columns 

in a table, their data types, and HDFS 

mapping.

HiveQL Process Engine - Instead of writing

MapReduce program in Java, we can 

write a query for MapReduce job and 

process it.

Execution Engine - The conjunction part of 

HiveQL process Engine and MapReduce is 

Hive Execution Engine. Execution engine

processes the query and generates results 

as same as MapReduce results. It uses the 

flavor of MapReduce.

HDFS or HBASE -Hadoop distributed file system 

or HBASE are the data storage techniques to 

store data into file system.  



Working of Hive
 Executing Query - The Hive interface such as 

Command Line or Web UI sends query to 
Driver (any database driver such as JDBC, 
ODBC, etc.) to execute.

 Get Plan - The driver takes the help of query 
compiler that parses the query to check the 
syntax and query plan or the requirement of 
query. 

 Get Metadata - The compiler sends metadata 
request to Metastore (any database).

 Send Metadata - Metastore sends metadata 
as a response to the compiler.

 Send Plan - The compiler checks the 
requirement and resends the plan to the 
driver. Up to here, the parsing and compiling 
of a query is complete.

 Execute Plan - The driver sends the execute 
plan to the execution engine. 

 Execute Job(Mapreduce) -The execution 
engine sends the job to JobTracker, which is in 
Name node and it assigns this job to 
TaskTracker, which is in Data node. Query 
executes MapReduce job. 

 Metadata Ops Meanwhile in execution, the 
execution engine can execute metadata 
operations with Metastore.

 Fetch Result The execution engine receives the 
results from Data nodes. 

 Sending The execution engine sends those 
resultant values to the driver.

 Sending The driver sends the results to Hive 
Interfaces.



Installation

 Step 1: Installing VM, which runs
VMWare or VirtualBox;

 Step 2: Installing Java: as Hive
requires it;

 Step 3: Ensuring that Java is in your
path and the JAVA_HOME
environment variable is set.

 On Linux systems, the following
instructions set up a bash file in the
/etc/profile.d/ directory that defines
JAVA_HOME for all users

 Step 4: Download and extract tarball for hive



Data Types

Primitive types

 Integers: TINYINT, SMALLINT, INT, BIGINT.

 Boolean: BOOLEAN.

 Floating point numbers: 
FLOAT(Implemented By Java Float), 
DOUBLE 

 String: STRING (Implemented By Java 
String)

 Char: Varchar,Char

 Timestamp,date…

Complex Types

 ARRAY<data_type>

 MAP<primitive_type, data_type>

 STRUCT<col_name : data_type
[COMMENT col_comment], ...>



Databases in Hive

 It is a catalog or namespace of tables. Used for 
avoiding table name collisions.

 SYNTAX: hive>CREATE DATABASE <name>; 

you can see the databases that already exist as 
follows: 

 hive> SHOW DATABASES; 

setting a database as your working database: 

 hive> USE <name>; 

If not specified, the default database is used.

 Create table structure and syntax:

Loading Data:

 We can also drop and alter 
databases and tables.

 When altering tables we can:

 Replace columns 

 Add columns

 Change table name

 Change column name



Partitioning

 Hive organizes tables 

into partitions. It is a way 

of dividing a table into 

related parts based on 

the values of partitioned 
columns.

 Tables or partitions are 

sub-divided into 

buckets, to provide 

extra structure to the 

data that may be used 
for more efficient 

querying. 



Built-in Operators and Functions

 There are four types of 
operators in Hive:

 1. Relational 

Operators

 2. Arithmetic 

Operators

 3. Logical Operators

 4. Complex Operators



Built-in Functions

 Some built-in functions:



Queries

 Select … Where

 Select Order By

 Nested Select etc.

 Group By

 Joins (JOIN, LEFT OUTER 

JOIN,RIGHT OUTER JOIN,FULL 

OUTER JOIN)

 LIKE and RLIKE 

 Limit Clause



Differences Between HiveQL and 

SQL

As we know HiveQL and SQL are 

quite similar, but there are some 

differences. Let’s describe 

distinguished ones:

 Join Syntax

 Largest Table Last 

 Group By

 Limit 



Example of World Database

We will show implementation of this database 

practically, in cloudera quickstart VM



Select Example and 

Implementation in Hue
 This select joins two 

tables: countries and 

cities and outputs 

countries and its 

capitals



Log

 Log shows tasks of map-reducing – in other words how is hive 

database communicating with Hadoop through Hues



Result _ Output
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